
Activist shareholder 'seriously considering' 
calling special meeting to change NZX board

CHRIS SKELTON/STUFF
NZX chairman James Miller talks with shareholders at the stock exchange operator's 2014 
annual meeting.

The chairman of the NZX has written to shareholders, defending a trip to New York by staff and 
directors, which has become the focal point of an activist campaign for change.

On Tuesday, Elevation Capital managing director Christopher Swasbrook launched a campaign 
to push for change at the stock exchange operator, calling for it to spin-off its fund services 
business, cut staff costs and focus on its core business.

Swasbrook highlighted a recent trip by 11 NZX employees and directors to New York to sign a 
memorandum of understanding, as a sign of a company which was "tone deaf" to the views of 
shareholders.

On Thursday, the NZX published a letter to shareholders from chairman James Miller, 
acknowledging the pressure being put on it and insisting improved financial performance was a 
focus of the board.

READ MORE:
* Activist claims NZX 'has become the NZ Post of old' calling for sales, staff cuts
* Activist says NZX directors should consider repaying cost of trip to New York

Miller claimed that a "small" group of shareholders were pressuring NZX to sell the fund 
management business, which he indicated was central to its plan to increase earnings.

"New Zealand's fund management sector has significant growth potential, and maximising the 
growth of our superannuation, KiwiSaver and exchange traded funds products is a priority. 
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Growing these passive products underpins the development of NZX, and the broader public 
market, while supporting several of our key strategic initiatives. These businesses are important 
for delivering earnings growth."

Nasdaq Tech Twitter account
Elevation Capital's campaign for change at the NZX has highlighted a trip by 11 staff and 
directors to New York. Miller did not directly address the cost of the trip in a letter to 
shareholders but said it was part of an effort to boost its core business with a more global 
focus.

While the company has still not said whether it paid for the New York trip, Miller defended it, as 
part of a move to attempt to grow the core markets business, by developing global links.

"This visit had a strong focus on listed customers, data, surveillance and technology, and both 
exchanges invested significant effort to ensure a long lasting partnership is developed.

"It is important we acknowledge shareholders who have expressed concern at the board's visit 
to the Nasdaq...This visit had a strong focus on listed customers, data, surveillance and 
technology, and both exchanges invested significant effort to ensure a long lasting partnership 
is developed."

By coincidence, NZX announced a separate memorandum of understanding with the Shanghai 
Stock Exchange on Thursday.

"The memorandum was drafted in recognition of the friendship and close economic relationship 
between New Zealand and the People's Republic of China, and it is NZX's desire to align with 
the 'One Belt One Road' initiative," NZX said.

Swasbrook responded that the statement from Miller was "long on words and short on content" 
which did not properly address the reasons for the New York trip, which he estimated costs 
"hundreds of thousands of dollars", or other issues he had raised around financial performance.

"His statement today fails to address the core issues we have raised of poor past performance 
and organisational profligacy."



Swasbrook said Elevation was "strongly considering" calling a special meeting, which would 
inevitably challenge the position of directors.

"Certainly there would be challenges to directors."

He would not disclose the volume of support in terms of shareholding for such a move but  it 
was "growing and it's broad".

"What we are trying to do is build a better stock exchange and have the stock exchange focus 
on core business. That is absolutely imperative for the broader capital markets."

Sam Stubbs, of KiwiSaver provider Simplicity, said he would support a special meeting, 
although he admitted the number of shares he controlled was "a rounding error".

He believed the exchange should call the meeting itself, and it now appeared likely that the 
action being taken would lead to some change.

"It's very hard for us to see that the status quo would be allowed to continue, because it's not 
often that you get multiple shareholders getting up in arms about something in such a public 
way."
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